RUSSIAN (CODE: 021)
CLASS – IX (2019-20)

Time : 3 Hrs

Section A - Reading Comprehension
An unseen passage with 4-5 short answers type questions based on the passage

Section B - Composition and Writing
A short essay of about 100-150 words on one of the following topics:
1. My family
2. My school
3. My friend
4. What I want to be
5. My favourite teacher
6. My hometown

Section C – Applied Grammar
1. Simple application of cases as prescribed in the texts
2. Prepositions V, Na, C, K, lz, nad, pod
3. Change of Sentences (from present to past and vice versa)
4. Use of Adjectives in proper form
5. Translation – Simple sentences (from Russian into English and vice versa)

Section D – Literature
5 questions to be given (requiring answers in Russian) from the texts 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29 of the prescribed text book.

Prescribed Books
1. Russian for children (Russkii Yazik) Moscow (Book No. 3) by M.N. Vityutnev and others (1989 Edition)
2. Russian in exercises : By S. Khavronina and A. Shirochenskaya published by Progress publishers, Moscow (Second Edition)
RUSSIAN (CODE: 021)
CLASS – X (2019-20)

Time : 3 Hrs
Total 80 Marks

Section A - Reading Comprehension  10
An unseen Russian passage with 4-5 questions requiring answer in Russian

Section B – Composition and Writing  15
An essay of about 100-150 words to be written on one of the following topics:

1. Scene at a Railway Station
2. My favorite sport
3. Why I learn Russian language
4. An excursion to any place
5. Moscow
6. My favourite book
7. An Indian village
8. My favourite festival

Section C – Applied Grammar  40

1. Application of cases as used in the prescribed texts (with or without preposition)
2. Verbs of Motion (with or without prefixes)
3. Use of Adjectives
4. Use of “Kotori” in different cases
5. Aspects of verbs (including applications of past and future tenses)
6. Translation from Russian into English and vice versa

Section D – Literature  15
5 questions based on the text Nos. 2, 6, 8, 11, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29 of the prescribed text book.

Prescribed Books
2. Russian in exercises by S. Khavronina and A. Shirochenskaya published by Progress publishers, Moscow (Second Edition)